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Quiz 1
Answer the following questions as clearly and concisely as you can. Be prepared 
to discuss in class.

1. We have discussed Platonic and Aristotelian metaphysics. What is metaphys-
ics? What are the differences and similarities between these two influential 
classic philosophers? What are the implications of their ideas on how we un-
derstand (or theorize) beauty and form? Be specific.

2. Vitruvius states that “The architect must be equipped with knowledge of many
branches of study and varied kinds of learning...” Yet he also acknowledges the
impossibility of any one architect to acquire the same mastery of various fields 
of knowledge as those properly pertaining to those fields. How is it possible 
for an architect to know so much? What does this reveal about the differences 
- yet the interdependence of - theory and practice? Why do architects need a 
broad education?

3. Vitruvius named 3 fundamental properties that ALL architecture MUST have. 
What are they? Are they still relevant today? Why or why not? Be specific.

4. If for Vitruvius, nature absolutely guides architecture from above, it can 
be argued that for Alberti, nature and architecture stand side by side; that 
is, they are both guided (and created) by a higher (organizational) principle. 
What is this principle? How does it help Alberti define beauty in architecture? 
Be specific and articulate.

5. I have argued that Palladio was interested in architecture as both rule and
exception. What does this mean? How is it relevant for your studio work? Be
specific.

extra credit: Aristotle claimed that things (architecture included) contain 
both “essential” and “accidental” properties. What are the differences between 
these properties? How and why is this distinction relevant for architecture? 
Give examples. Be specific.


